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like. By stimulating critical reflection on the present,
Vezzoli’s “retrospective” on television also seeks to
inspire less conventional choices. “I think that today’s
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Netflix, accessible all over the world, giving millions of
people the opportunity to see unavailable productions in
the cities they live in, not only at/in the theater.I grew up

intellectuals and creatives should be more courageous,

watching movies, in the movie theaters, so for me its very

put themselves on the line. The TV managers are there

romantic to go and see a movie on the big screen. There

to manage, it’s up to the artists to invent and propose

is no better emotion. I do not know, I think they are both

ideas. In the decade we chose to examine for this show,

right, let’s say I’m stuck in the middle. My passion for

we saw that the creatives, even when not aligned with the
politicians who governed television at that time, were

acting was born with European cinema, something
I had known and watched throughout the world for

free to create fairly radical projects. Maybe the same

years, since I was a newborn.My parents escaped from

thing would happen today, if someone were to make

the Pinochet regime in Chile, hid for a few months in

the first move. Why did Paolo Sorrentino have to do The

the Venezuelan Embassy in Santiago, then arrived in

Young Pope for Sky? If he had gone to RAI maybe they

Denmark, and after two years they reached San Antonio

would have let him make all the popes he wanted.”

in Texas and then Orange County, California where I

A nostalgia for the TV of the 1970s derives from a lack of

started studying acting. As soon as I could, I moved to
New York, because I had time to do a lot of theater. “His

courage and involvement on the part of today’s leading
Francesco Vezzoli (1971) is an artist of our time, capable

personalities, who prefer to appear in “safe” shows rather

Years of studies, failures, disappointments, dozens

next role on the big screen, is with Agent Whiskey, in

of restoring the Weltanschauung of the present: an

than placing themselves in paradoxical or destabilizing

of unsuccesful auditions, trying to work your way to

Kingsman: The Golden Circle, in Italy on September 2.

image of the world created and conveyed through

situations. In fact, as the artist says, “It would be very

the top of the ranks.... in the world of millennials it is

“I will surely go to see it in a theater, on the big screenl!

images. Deliberately eschewing theory, he embraces

refreshing if notable figures from any field would agree

increasingly rare to find actors who have achieved fame

We talked before about my love for cinema, and for this

a dynamic similar to that of the Renaissance, but

to put themselves on the line. Imagine how entertaining

and fortune past their 30s. Throughout history there

movie I found myself on the set with so many stars I’ve

without favouring the commercial aspect over research

a talk show with a mix of guests like Roberto Benigni, the

have been some notable exceptions, namely Harrison

always admired, I still do not believer that I find myself

and analysis. Vezzoli’s visionary work explores the

Italian Minister of Culture Dario Franceschini, Raffaella

Ford, Gene Hackman, Sam Jackson, and Joe Pesci, who

working with Jeff Bridges, Julianne Moore, Halle Berry,

power of contemporary popular culture through

Carrà, Belén Rodriguez and Pedro Almodóvar would

got there around their 35/40th birthday. Pedro Pascal

Colin Firth, it was impossible not to be a fan on set.

different formats, from advertising to film, to reveal

be – I would cancel all my engagements to see it.” For

42, is one of these, who at 39, got the role of a lifetime, as

Observing them I understood what it takes to be a star,

the ambiguity of truth, the seductive power of language

Francesco Vezzoli, who continues to watch TV whether

Oberyn Martell aka Red Dwarf of Dorne, in the famous

to be around the best .... do your line, be professional,

and the instability of the human persona. Seemingly

it’s “good or bad, high or low culture”, the medium is

Games of Throne series. That was the beginning. “It’s

and I say this not to kiss their asses, in their presence I

a divertissement, his art is certainly pleasurable,

still a unique mirror of the nation, even though the

good to be Pedro Pascal right now, isn’t it?” “If you say so,

understood why they are so successful. Its not just beauty

but he also analyzes the present in depth by creating

social media now reflect the young generations. As he

I believe you”! He’s on the phone from Fort Washington,

and talent, its the quality of their character as human

paradoxical situations that express micro-truths to

himself says: “If we want to understand the future we

on the set of his latest secret-titled movie, directed by

beings”. The very first words of Kingsman’s trailer are

shed light on the truths of our time. “As an artist you’re

should follow the blogger Chiara Ferragni, but to find

Zeek Earl & Chris Caldwell, whose short Into the Pines,

focused on the fact that it takes a lot of work to look good

fully immersed in reality if your work or exhibition is

out who will win the next elections we should watch

shot only for $ 3,000, was one of the public & critics

effortlessly. Do you agree? “For sure. I feel naïve and I

seen by a large audience. But it’s easy to be out of touch

the cooking game show Prova del Cuoco.” Although

favorites at Austin’s SXSW festival 2012. “We are in a

have to admit that I don’t know that much about fashion,

with reality if your work is inaccessible or if it goes from

Vezzoli’s generation is one of the most iconophile, the

forest in the middle of nowhere. Indie films, very young

I admire costume designers who know how to create

a gallery with a small public into a wealthy collector’s

ephemeral media fame of the Millennials is generated

directors, but with a lot of potential. I’m also working

a story with clothing…well it is true also in real life, we

vault.” In the case of the project, TV 70: Francesco Vezzoli

and multiplies on the Internet through massive over-

with Jay Duplass, who I really enjoy, and Sheila Vand, star

express ourselves everyday with what we wear. Fashion is

guarda la Rai, realized in association with Italy’s public

exposure to images. “The social media are more and

of the horror / fantasy A Girl Walks Home Alone at Night.

like food, every place expresses themselves through their

broadcaster RAI and on display at the Fondazione Prada

more structured to recount, intentionally or not, the

Zeek is more visual, while Chris is more verbal, they

culture. When I travel I don’t want to eat what I like, I

in Milan until 24 September 2017, the artist combines

most beautiful, boastful and stupendous aspects of

overlap on pretty much everything. It’s an ever-evolving

want to be part of their culture and try new things. I wish

the collective mythology of Italian television in the 1970s

our lives; they are made for flaunting. It’s like watching

partnership. Very different set, comparing to a big movie

I could make a movie in Italy and eat myself to death!”

with his own experience, rendering visually a world that

TV 24/7, tuned to a channel broadcasting images that

like the Great Wall”. The Great Wall with Matt Damon

Any dream at this point in time? “Yes, to be able to work

already seems incredibly distant. While his previous

make you feel more and more inadequate, never good-

took him to China for six months, a role that came

one day with Paul Thomas Anderson. I love his movies.

video output consisted in fake spectacles and imaginary

looking enough, never muscly or qualified enough.

after Netflix tv series Narcos - based on the true story of

I would also like to be able to work behind the camera,

TV productions that would never be broadcast, including

They are a repertoire of false spontaneity, which I don’t

drug trafficker Pablo Escobar- finished with the third

write and produce, so that I can take on all the friends

Democrazy, Caligula and Greed, here Vezzoli uses pre-

think is of any help psychologically.” Compared to

season and already greenlight for a fourth one. We shoot

that I respect and who have not yet had the luck to have

existing material together with elements from his own or

television in the 1970s, today’s media encourage the

everything on location in Colombia. In the new season,

the success I’m living. Many have become part of my

the collective memory. “I experienced this project as if it

analysis of contemporary lifestyle and its roots, unlike

after the death of Escobar, there is radical restructuring

family, I would like to show the world how many hidden

were a feature film, though I would never actually make

the past whose absolute and enduring myths now seem

in the cocaine business, which opens new opportunities

one. I had a lot of fun using archive images and material,

ephemeral. TV 70: Francesco Vezzoli guarda la Rai is

for Cali’s cartel, which introduced modern traffic

talents exist in this trade. That’s my dream “. Oh
boy, It’s REALLY good to be Pedro Pascal.

which have their own story and cultural connotation,

composed of three separate sections that examine

management, a new way of structuring the business,

to create a more didactic, more political work. When

public television’s relationship with art, politics and

Much more inflated into the society in which they

you make your work of art you have to be sure it’s

entertainment through a sequence of visual and

live and work. They were feared but also admired and

well-produced, but you have more fun working with pre-

semantic associations. It is an exhibition, a story that

respected. They are businessman, sophisticated, they

existing material because the quality is a given and you’re

also makes us reflect on the role of the museum and

had New York but after Pablo they got Miami.”

free to conceptualize and communicate through other

exhibition system at a national and international level.

Any thoughts on Cannes’s diatribe, on Netflix and their

people’s images. In fact, I had a really great time working

“I would like to see exhibitions, and public television

two movies in competition- The Meyerowitz Stories by

on this exhibition.” Francesco Vezzoli interprets Italian

channels, breaking the rules and offering us something

Noah Baumbach and Bona Joon-Ho Okja? What do you

public television as a cultural and identity production

surprising and unexpected. Fondazione Prada is private

think? “Thierry Frémaux, director of the festival, has

machine, an engine of social and political change in

and it is staging an interesting exhibition on RAI, which

introduced a new rule, and starting 2018, the festival will

the decade between the radical approach of the 1960s

is unprecedented. This is a really exciting way to work.”

not accept films that will not be released into theaters.

and the hedonism of the 1980s. During that period RAI

This is an interesting topic on both sides. The French

stood out for its high cultural level, engaging directors

are holding on to the romantic aspect of the big screen…

such as Bernardo Bertolucci, Federico Fellini and the

but at the same time there are a lot of productions on
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The 2017 David di Donatello Award for best
leading actor. In the foreground, among the five
finalists, is Stefano Accorsi, whose face lights
up with a smile halfway between amazement
and reassurance: he was little more than a boy
the last time he was awarded the David for his
performance in Radiofreccia. Today he is a man
in a dinner jacket, who makes his way on stage
for the thank-you speech. The first person on
the list is Matteo Rovere, the director of Italian
Race, who has achieved the impossible: to strip
Stefano of all his attractiveness, for the first time
in his career. This was a valuable opportunity
for the actor to move beyond the usual range of
characters he plays: “Today there is a new group
of directors who have the courage to play with
cinematography”, says Stefano, “and who expect
more extreme performances from actors.” This
is the case with the role of the drug addict and
former pilot Loris De Martino, who through his
relationship with his sister finds the strength to
start a new life and resume training. “Even though
the filming was long over, I continued to enter the
race track”, reveals Stefano, who made his début in
the Campionato Italiano Turismo championship
at the wheel of a Peugeot 308 Cup, alongside the
Italian champion Massimo Arduini. “The older
you get, the more you tend to do things you have
already experienced in life. But this has been a
completely new experience for me, the purest form
of adrenaline”, Stefano explains. “The race track
is a little like the theatre: you get everything ready,
learn your way, and know where you want to get.
In a race, though, there is no one to feed you a line.
If there is, he will be only too happy to overtake
you.” The David Award, a newly discovered passion
for speed, the Cannes Festival with Lucky, Sergio
Castellitto’s latest film, and – finally – Lorenzo, the
son he has with his wife Bianca Vitali. “This is a
wonderful, highly emotional period”, Stefano says.
His tone of voice is calm and clear, as are the words
he chooses to describe the essence of his work:
“We actors tell stories, we stage a fiction that only
reaches the public if in the work team the kind of
alchemy has been achieved that makes the magic
of story-telling possible.” The first name that
this kind of emotivity brings to mind is Gabriele
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Muccino with The Last Kiss, an account of the
desires and compromises of a whole generation: “A
film’s success is something unpredictable. On the
set we all carried a great responsibility: to interpret
a very important story for Gabriele”, Stefano says.
“He was very demanding and the scenes required
extensive preparation because of all the long
takes.” Stefano even recalls the first screening
of the film: “It was in a small cutting room and it
really struck me. When I made my way out into the
Roman traffic at rush hour, I thought to myself
‘We’ve made a delicate film, which speaks of love:
who knows if the public will be willing to let go of
all the chaos and be enthralled?’” The viewers were
indeed charmed by the film and especially by that
bright-eyed boy who had stolen the limelight from
Margherita Buy in Ferzan Ozpetek’s The Ignorant
Fairies. This was the same actor starring in Nanni
Moretti’s The Son’s Room, Romanzo criminale
and Saturn in Opposition. “Those are not the
moments when you think that you’ve made it, but
when you think: what now? Will they offer me
anything else?”, Stefano smiles. He has a strikingly
realistic outlook, which does not waver even
when he is reminded that he has already achieved
everything: successful films, beautiful women,
theatrical seasons, and acknowledgements. “My
only fear is that I might get bored of my work”, he
admits. This is why he is keen not to miss out on
the experiences of starring in a series he himself
has conceived, 1992 and 1993, broadcast on Sky,
and of directing various short films, including a
web series. He is in no rush to make his début as
the director of a feature film: “it will happen with
the right project”. Meanwhile he is focusing on a
present in which success is measured against the
pleasure that the public derives from following
the stories he stages, the need to observe before
being watched, and the constant pursuit of beauty:
“This is always connected to an emotion. Someone
said it was nostalgia for the future; I would call it a
hypothesis: the possibility of other places.”

